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0. Introduction. Our main object is to prove a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for [J,f(x)] summation methods to be totally regular

(§1). But we take this opportunity to establish also an inclusion

theorem for regular [J,f(x)] means (§2).

A totally regular summation method is one which sums a sequence

{s„}, « = 0, 1, • • • , to s, whenever s„—«, both for 5 finite and for 5

infinite. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a triangular method

to be totally regular were discovered by W. A. Hurwitz [5] who also

characterized the totally regular Hausdorff methods [H, g] as those

generated by nondecreasing g(t), Ogi—1, with g(0+) =g(0) =0 and

g(l) = 1. Conditions for total regularity of general methods of sum-

mation are more complicated than those for a triangular method and

were provided by H. Hurwitz [4]. Here we supply a corresponding

result for [/, f(x) ] methods.

The [/,/(*)] transform was introduced by Jakimovski [6] in the

following way. Let/(x) be a function differentiable infinitely often in

(0, =o). With a sequence {sn}, re = 0, 1, • • • , associate the transform

(1) t(X)   =   £   ̂ —fM(X)Sn, X>0.
„=o      »!

The sequence {sn} is said to be summed to 5 by [J,f(x)] if the sum

on the right-hand side of (1) exists and if lim t(x) =s, x—><x>. (If 5 is

infinite we allow this sum to exist in the extended real number sys-

tem.)

Some well-known methods are included in the [J,f(x)] transform.

The Borel exponential mean is obtained by taking/(x) =e~x, and the

Abel scale methods Ay (see Borwein [2]) are generated by f(x)

= (l+*)~r_1, y> — 1, with 7 = 0 giving the Abel method. The Borel

transform and the Abel scale methods are totally regular.

It was proved by Jakimovski [6] that the [/, f(x)] transform is

regular if and only if

e~u*da(u),        x > 0,
o
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where

(3) a(«) G BV[0, oo),    «(0+) = a(0) = 0, a(°o  -) = 1.

For the Borel transform a(u)=0, 0^u<l; a(u) = l, l^w<». For

the Abel scale

1        ru
a(u) =- I     Fe-'dt.

Y(y+l)Jo

I. The characterization. We shall establish the following charac-

terization of totally regular [J,f(x)] methods.

Theorem 1. A regular [j, f(x) ] transform is totally regular if and

only if a{u) is nondecreasing.

Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. Conversely, suppose that the

[/, f(x)] transform is totally regular; then, by H. Hurwitz [4,

Theorem 6],

" r xn I     (-x)n i
(4) lim   £     -fM(x)   - ±-J-fM(x)    = 0.

z^»    n=oL   W! | WI J

Hence for each v, 0<v< oo, we have

[I xn (— x)n ~1

— fM(x)   - ——/<•>(*)    = 0.
\n\ I n! J

Since \J,f(x)\ is regular,/(x) has the representation (2) where a(u)

satisfies (3). We may assume that a(u) is normalized, that is, a(u)

= \\a(u + )+a(u-)\, 0<u<oo. Thus, [7, Theorem 7d, p. 295] for

every t, 0 < t < oo,

(6) lim   £ /(n)0) = «(')■
*->« nitx      n\

Define

a*(0) = 0,

«.(<) = Z ^—/(n,(-0,      o < / < oo.
nstx n\

Then the functions ax(t), 0<x<oo, are of uniformly bounded

variation and, by (6), lim ax(t)=a(t), x—>co, 0^t<<*>. Hence, for

0<»<oo,
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/| da(t) |   ^ lim inf   f    | dax(t) |

= lim inf   X   —/<n>0)
x~*°°      nst>i I ^ !

—f(n)(x)
re!

/                   («*)"  .
e~m 2_,- I da(u) |.

0                ns»i      W!

Using again [7, Theorem 7d, p. 295] we see that the last expression

equals

/| da(u) \.
o

Thus,

(7) lim   £  -fM(x)\= fV\da(l)\.
*->»   nsvz    UI I •/ 0

Combining (5) and (7), it follows that

/| da(u) |   - a(v) =0,        0 < v < oo,
o

whence a(u) is nondecreasing. This completes the proof.

2. An inclusion theorem. The following result deals with the rela-

tive strength of regular [j, f(x)] methods. It is an extension of

Theorem 5.3 of [6].

Theorem 2. Suppose that [j, f(x)] is a regular transform and that

4>(t) satisfies (3). Let

/i  CO

f(xt)dd>(t),       x>0.
o

If

E^ I/<"'(*) I  \s„\
n=o n\
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exists and is bounded in every finite interval 0^x^^4, then [j, f(x)]

summability of {sn} to a finite s implies [j, g(x)] summability of {sn}

to s. In particular, [j, g(x)] is regular. Moreover, if <f>(t) is nondecreas-

ing the same implication holds also for s infinite.

Proof. It follows from our assumptions that g(x) is differentiable

infinitely often, and that

tnfw(xt)d<t>(t),        x > 0.
o

Thus

"    (-x)n fT-A  (~xt)n "1
Z   ̂ ~-gM(^)Sn  =    I £  ̂ ~fM(xt)Sn  \d<P(t).
n=o      n\ J0   Ln=o     n\ J

Now, if sn is [/, /(x)] summable to 5 and if the sum in the brackets

above is bounded in ever)' finite interval O^xt^A, then it follows

exactly as for continuous Hausdorff transformations (cf. [3, §11.18])

that sn is [/, g(x)] summable to s. The rest of the proof is also

straightforward.

The following immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is an extension

of Theorem 5.4 of [6].

Corollary 1. If the Borel transform of {\sn\ } is bounded in every

finite interval, and if {sn} is Borel summable to a finite s, then {sn} is

summable to s by all regular [J, f(x) ] transformations. If s is infinite,

then {sn} is summable to s by all totally regular [j, f(x)] transforma-

tions.

This implies in turn

Corollary 2. Ordinary convergence is not equivalent to any [J, f(x) ]

method.

Proof. The sequence {0, 1, 0, 1, • • • } is bounded and Borel

summable, hence summable by all regular [J,f(x)] methods. But it

is divergent.
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